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LEAP

FORWARD

The latest update of the popular pdf
toolbox extends functionalities to
make it more comprehensive and robust
pre-press tool.

Marketplace

From Written Off
to Protability

Kodak announces its return to protability
driven by improvements in income from
continuing operations.

Learning Curve

Production Printing

is Changing

Changing demographics and greater volumes
of information is forcing production
printers to outsource.

THE THE
BEST*
LEGACY JUST GOT
CONTINUES BETTER

Presenting The Innovative imagePRESS C10000VP
The innovative imagePRESS C10000VP takes digital color printing to the next level. It uses various proven and upgraded
Color Control technologies like Auto Gradation Adjustment, Auto Correct Color Tone,Shading Correction and Multiple Density
Adjustment Technology. This Powerful Print Engine driven by Hyper RIP Print Servers reliably delivers print speeds of up to
100 PPM and consistency at 350 GSM without compromising on Quality and offers an excellent return on investment for
busy Graphic Art environment.

Salient Features
100 PPM
Digital Color
Printing

2400 X 2400 DPI
Print Quality with
256 grey Levels

Gloss Optimized
Offset like Print
Smoothness

Media Handling
Upto 350 GSM

*Canon imagePRESS C70XXVP was voted as Winner of “Popular ColorCut Sheet Digital Press” in Print WeekIndia June 2013 Online Polls

Enhanced Texture
Media Printing

To Register For

Demo SMS "CANPP" to 575758

7th & 8th Floor, Tower-B, Building # 5, DLF Epitome, DLF Phase III, Gurgaon - 122002 Ph.: 0124-4160000 Fax: 0124-4160011
www.canon.co.in/ppp, Call: 1800 180 3366 (Toll Free) or 39010101 ( prefix your city code while calling)

210X290 mm

Supports Paper
Length Upto
762 MM
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IMPRINT

I am hopeful and pray that PRINT registers gain in the ensuing Samvat. after all
we have ushered the festival with fervent beliefs, pledges and most importantly
continue to action and persevere over all our goals. So all the very best!
Now, a bit over the taxing matter. The GST saga continues, A few print industry
brethren are burning midnight oil to champion the lot of print before the GST
Council and Central Government. We acknowledge their efforts with gratitude and
wholeheartedly. We are still awaiting clarity on the matter and will communicate to
you as soon as we have that from the GST Council and AIFMP. This entire epic effort
we make as an industry to combat the provisions made for our industry under the
law, makes me feel certain (and ponder too) that if we were to similarly strike and
make efforts over – sensible costing, rejecting reverse auctioning, improving quality
and outcome, sustaining business ethics, industry solidarity and integrity…then we
would make even more rapid progress despite the taxation. Let us all endeavor to
do just that for prosperity of our Industry that has given us so much.
The coming months are action packed.
On Dec 16th the NPES will host their Print Business Outlook Conference under the
theme of “What’s NEXT”. It is to be held in the Lalit. The conference has some
outstanding International speakers complimented by our own talent from the
industry. I urge all of you to register for this seminar as it will offer good learning.
The much awaited Pamex 2017 begins from December 18 till 21 at Bombay
Exhibition Centre, Goregaon East, Mumbai.
This time the Pamex is bigger and better with maximum participation from China
and Japan. The Pamex Roadshows befan with a bang at Amritsar on the 16th
September followed by one at Jalgaon on the 8 th October and Cochin on the 14
th October. More than 54 Roadshows are planned for the next two months all over
India and two International shows at Bangladesh and Shrilanka.
Printers’ Premier League aka PPL will take centre stage on Dec 23rd as a whole day
event with much dhammal and masti. In it’s debutant year 2016, the PPL trophy
was won by Team Magenta (against Team Black). We discovered the bowling
prodigy Samay Dhanani and had our families cheer us and entertain themselves
over sumptuous food, nail art, foot massage and non-stop commentary by our very
own industry stars.
The New Year – 2018, commences over the twelfth edition of PS. Incidentally Print
Summit since its last edition has been re-christened as simply PS. We look forward
to seeing you all by the droves on Jan 17th at our all new venue of Nehru Centre
Auditorium.
On Feb 24th the MMS will be hosting the LTA aka Life Time Achievement Awards at
an all new venue – Sahara Star Hotel.
Registrations are all online. PBOC and PS18 are currently live and available on early
bird charges at www.townscript.com Delegates also get to claim full ITC.
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Standing tall among printers
Member of the managing committee of BMPA and the Shareto-Benefit forum, Vishwanath Shetty of The PrintWorks, shares
the essential learning from the forum’s meeting in September
this year.

Celebrating two centuries of innovation
One of the oldest companies in the global print-industry,
Koenig & Bauer recently celebrated anniversary week on the
company’s 200th birthday.

Print is alive, but our role is changing
In an interview with VDMA, Rainer Hundsdörfer, Chairperson
of the Board of Management of Heidelberg, Germany, shares
his thoughts about printing technology manufacturing and
digitisation.

Digital has come-of-age
Computers changed printing process long ago. In the past
few years, however, more accessible digital technologies in
the hands of the consumers are reshaping the print as we
understood it for many years. Team Print Bulletin brings you
this special feature.
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In this column, our industry veteran Vishwanath Shetty of The
PrintWorks presents his tongue-in-cheek view of the recent
political news.

* ‘For sale’ etc. ads for members only.

Colours that last...
Print Bulletin brings to you a series of knowledge-filled, quickreference articles by K. Panthala Selvan, an UGRA certified
expert and standardisation consultant from the Chennai-based
Pressman Academy for Print Education and Resources.

:
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A unique discount is available on annual contracts.
To know more, write to us at admin@bmpa.org OR
ex.sec@mumbaimudraksangh.org.
Payments to be issued vide cheque favouring:
Mumbai Mudrak Sangh.
All artworks to be supplied in hi-res PDF or convert to curves CDR format

SEND US YOUR FEEDBACK
Has something you’ve read in PRINT BULLETIN intrigued or
excited you? Write in and share it with us. We would love to
hear from you, we shall publish a selection of your responses
in the forthcoming issues.
Email us at: ex.sec@mumbaimudraksangh.org
We welcome your emails, while reserving the right to edit
them for length and clarity. By sending us your letters you
permit us to publish it in the magazine. We regret that we
cannot always reply personally to your emails.
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Member of the Managing Committee of BMPA and the Share-to-Benefit forum, Vishwanath Shetty of The
PrintWorks, shares the essential learning from the forum’s meeting in September this year.

Every business is a treadmill. It has to be run and tested regularly.
Technology helps you to run and test your business,” says Mr Narendra.

On September 9, 2017, Narendra Paruchuri of Pragati Offset PLC
shared his thoughts with the members of the Share to Benefit
(StB) forum, about the philosophy that has consistently fuelled
the sustainable growth of his company for the past 50 years.
For over half a century, Pragati stands tall among the printing
presses in our country with their innovations, technology
updates and by offering unique solutions aligned to client-needs.

Master of all and beyond
Many professionals amongst us have always advised us to focus
on clients to offer unique solutions and to grow our business;
the importance of the client-focused offering as a significant
growth strategy cannot be emphasized enough, however, in
practice, not all of our business is as client-focused as it should
be. That is where Pragati sets itself apart. Instead of marketing
print-products, Pragati believes in offering unique productsolutions to its clients. They design solutions using different
technologies and techniques; for example, using a combination
of Rotogravure, Offset, Digital and Screen Printing.
Mr Narendra shared the samples of the products designed and
produced by his company. He also shared the details of these
products: from ideation, design execution, to the production
process. Sample after sample, he successfully showcased how
an impressive product can be made by thoughtfully combining
various techniques and printing technologies. This unique
process also ensures that the final products are one-of-a-kind
and impossible to duplicate.

One such example
was how Pragati
created the unique
surface in the
absence of the
special metallic
papers. The metallic
coating was printed
on an art card to
match the special
paper and then
printed on top of
the printed metallic
surface. Indeed the
Pragati products are
impressive and win
many awards for the
company, however,
understanding
the process and
philosophy that makes them excellent inspired the StB forum
members.

Setting the standards for over half a century
Pragati has charted its way through the maze called business
quite successfully. The company reinvested all its profits for the
first 20 years; today it is a zero-debt organization. This position
of strength gives Pragati the liberty to experiment. “Every
business is a treadmill. It has to be run and tested regularly.
Technology helps you to run and test your business,” says Mr
Narendra.
Leading the investment in green and environmental technologies
Pragati has secured critical environmental certifications such as
The Forest Stewardship Council’s (FSC) and Chain-of-Custody. An
independent certifying body audits Pragati purchases, storage,
use and sale of the FSC certified paper to check that it is by the
regulations laid down by the FSC. Pragati also uses vegetable
oil-based inks and offers high-recycled-content papers as an
option to the environmentally-conscious customers. Pragati’s
Environmental Management System is ISO 14001:2004 Certified
Since inception, Pragati has continuously innovated and invested
in technology: computerization in 1992, installation of the first
online coater in 1997, and investment in computer-to-plate in
2002 with focus on packaging segment and adopted textured
ultraviolet technology in 2006.
Mr Narendra, however, cautioned every participant that the
bottom line is price sensitive. Therefore, one must take care of it
with correct costing and pricing. He then adds, “create a niche
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market to reap benefits of your special capabilities only after
you establish a strong bottom line.”

Uncompromising quality sustains business
“Quality should be a continuous process.” Mr Narendra advises,
“do not assume anything. From procuring paper, plate-making,
choosing the blankets, inks, chemicals and the entire process
you follow, quality must be the key and only focus on your
business. Don’t continuously change your ink as your printers
get used to judging a constantly used ink. Frequent ink changes
can create disruptions in your quality control.” Pragati has
been consciously maintaining only one manufacturing unit,
expanding the capacity from time to time, so that the quality
and standardization is maintained throughout.
When asked if commercial printing is coming to an end, Mr
Narendra is quick to snap: “Not in our lifetime.” Supporting his
quick answer, he adds that, in assuming the end of commercial
printing basis the data from the West, Indian analysts are
making a mistake. He further confidently adds, “in our business
environment the data from the West may prove completely
wrong.”

Pragati has been consciously
maintaining only one manufacturing
unit, expanding the capacity
from time to time, so that the
quality and standardization
is maintained throughout.
Images : pagati.com

Sharing his experience work leading the business, Mr Narendra
advised the members that as business leaders, they should not
meddle with the day to day operations. “You take stock of daily
commitments. Then if you see any lacunae, call the concerned
supervisor and alert them. Check the email and take necessary
actions or delegate. Assess the workload and caution the staff
on making commitments,” Mr Narendra details a model day for
a leader.
Quite literally standing tall among print business leaders, the
humble, simple and very approachable Mr Narendra upholds
the values and the culture of Pragati Offset. His quick response
to retirement says a lot about the inspiring person he has been:
“I would like to go with my shoes on like our former President
Abdul Kalam.”

Pragati’s Quality Policy
We, at Pragati, will spare no effort to ensure complete
customer satisfaction by:
• Partnering with our customers to provide cost-effective,
timely and world-class printing.
• Seeking active involvement and participation of
employees at all levels.
• Actively investigating & investing in technology to
continually improve quality and productivity.
• Treating vendors as partners in progress.
• Ensuring complete fairness in all transactions &
compliance to all legal and statutory requirements.
• Contributing to the society at large.
Source: pragati.com

A forum to share, inspire and grow together
StB members, as you all know, meet once a month and share
their experience with each other. The group members who
are all the member of BMPA, make thoughtful and studied
presentations for the benefit of others. The presentations
include whatever innovations deployed or experimented by
the members. To boost the learning further, at times, the StB
members invite experts from outside the group. Successful
entrepreneurs and print professionals have presented their
ideas and shared their field of expertise. Such sessions are
usually great learning opportunities, inspiring and beneficial
to the forum members. Interaction with Mr Narendra was not
an exception; the StB session was successful in rekindling the
passion and innovation among the forum members.
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INVESTING IN A PRINTER
WITHOUT FIERY IS A
COMPROMISE YOU’LL REGRET.

Don’t compromise your printer ROI and business success. You can build a
more profitable business with the unparalleled strength of Fiery® technology.
You’ll process files faster, produce higher quality prints and lower total costs
with automated workflows. That’s why 70% of successful digital printers use
Fiery digital front ends every day.*

We wrote the e-book on digital front ends. Get it free now at
fiery.efi.com/DFEinvest-uk

LET US BE THE FUEL

* 2012 InfoTrends study of the U.S. market “Digital Front Ends: Understanding Market Dynamics and Customer Requirements.”
Nothing herein should be construed as a warranty in addition to the express warranty statement provided with EFI products and services. EFI, FabriVU, Fiery, the Fiery logo, and VUTEk are trademarks of Electronics
For Imaging, Inc. and/or its wholly owned subsidiaries in the U.S. and/or certain other countries. ©2017 Electronics For Imaging, Inc. All rights reserved.
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JAPAN JOINS PAMEX 2017
After a recent visit of the members of the board of Japan Printing Machinery Association, the Japanese
association has confirmed participation in PAMEX 2017.
Makoto Nishioka from Japan Printing Machinery Association
(JPMA) recently visited the Print-Packaging (P) Ltd office at
Noida and confirmed its participation at PAMEX 2017; a global
trade show by All India Master Printer’s Association (AIFMP)
that will be conducted between December 18 and 21 in
Mumbai.

A gateway to India’s print-industry
The JPMA consists of 105 members, mainly the manufacturers
and vendors of printing machinery, bookbinding machinery,
paper converting machinery and its peripheral equipment.
During the visit, Mr Nishioka said, “I am very optimistic about
our alliance with AIFMP. I strongly believe that PAMEX 2017 is
the right platform to venture in the Indian print industry.”
The larger Japanese companies from the industry have already
marked their presence in India however this would be a great

opportunity for the small and medium companies to participate
at PAMEX 2017 and explore the Indian market.
“This would be a great start for co-operation between two
associations and we expect much bigger participation from
Japan in the coming editions of PAMEX. We would also like
to invite PAMEX to have a booth at International Graphic Arts
Show - IGAS 2018 happening at Tokyo to further promote the
Show and attract larger Japanese participation in upcoming
editions of PAMEX.” Mr. Makoto Nishioka added.
“In India the Japanese companies are present in large in prepress and press segment. No Japanese manufacturer of post
press and converting equipment are present in India. At AIFMP
we will study and identify what kind of Japanese equipment
would be suitable for India in this segment.” said Mr. Tushar
Dhote, Chairperson, PAMEX



“This Life is but one step in a
much greater journey”
With Deepest Sympathy
On a very sad note this is to
inform that Mumbai Mudrak
Sangh’s Past President, Ram Desai
passed away on October 15,2017.
He served Mumbai Mudrak Sangh and Maharashtra
Mudran Parishad’s technical school for several years
in various capacities.
He also served All India Federation of Master Printers
as Vice President (West) in the year 1997-98.
Shri Ram Desai was a valuable and highly respected
member of our fraternity and his loss is being felt
already.
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A veteran in the printing industry and an
active member of the BMPA, Jagdish Manilal
Shah, 77, passed away on 16th September
2017. A student of printing technology from
the GIPT, (J.J. School of Arts) Jagdishbhai
started his printing career by joining the
family’s letterpress printing business in 1960.
During a short stint, from 1972 to 1976, he
worked with Western Printers and Publishers. With a desire to
carve a niche in the industry, Jagdishbhai started Parag Print
Process and Parag Flexipack in 1980’s.
He acquired Model Art Printery Pvt. Ltd. in 1990 and initiated
his son into their family business.
For a few years, 1997 - 2001, Jagdishbhai also served the
BMPA as its Managing Committee member. He was always
spirited in motivating businesses to strengthen the Association.
Jagdishbhai actively introduced many peoplefrom the printing
industry to join the association. He is survived by his wife and
sonParag J Shah.

PRINTBULLETIN
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CELEBRATING TWO CENTURIES OF INNOVATION
One of the oldest companies in the global print-industry, Koenig & Bauer recently celebrated anniversary week
on the company’s 200th birthday.
The festive week for the 200th
anniversary of Koenig & Bauer AG (KBA)
in Würzburg drew to a close with more
than 13,000 visitors at the Open Day
on September 23. Over 650 guests from
all over the world attended the official
ceremony in the Vogel Convention
Center (VCC), with the former Federal
President Horst Köhler as the keyspeaker and short presentations by three
CEOs of renowned printing companies.
Many customers and business partners
visited the spruced-up main factory in
Würzburg and experienced historical and
modern printing presses in action. The
week of celebrations had begun with an
international press conference at which
the company, which has successfully
adapted to a changing print market,
presented its ambitious goals and
strategies for the future, as well as its
new market appearance.

During the week-long celebrations over 13,000 visitors participated, and over 650
guests from all over the world attended the official ceremony at VCC

Print has an exciting history
In his welcoming speech to the guests in the VCC, CEO Claus BolzaSchünemann dealt with the history of the company, which is closely linked
to that of his own family. He thanked generations of customers, executives
and employees for their contributions through economic crises, wars
and technological transformations. Mr Bolza-Schünemann said, “Print
has been keeping our company and its employees moving for 200 years
now. Even in a digitalised world, it is always an exciting task finding
new technologies, solutions and applications for print with which our
customers can continue to be successful.”

CEOs offer insights into media, packaging and
security
With brand expert Karsten Kilian from the Hochschule WürzburgSchweinfurt acting as anchor man, three CEOs from renowned companies
spoke about the current situation and future prospects of print in different
segments of the large and diversified market for printed products.
In his short presentation on the ‘World of Media’, Axel Hentrei, CEO of
the Bertelsmann Printing Group in Gütersloh, explained the impact of the
online media on book, brochure, catalogue, magazine and advertising
printing. In the light of reduced volumes with a growing number of titles,
he sees possible solutions in the automation of production processes, the
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finishing of printed products,
the division of work between
print and online, and in digital
printing.
Hans Schur, owner and CEO of
the Danish packaging group
Schur International, spoke
about the ‘World of Packaging’,
and in view of the growing
world population, particularly
emphasised the oftenoverlooked role of packaging
for the longer shelf lives of
foodstuffs. Besides the role of
packaging as a silent salesman CEO Claus Bolza-Schünemann welcomed
at the point of sale, this function the guests from all over the world
is becoming more and more
important, since the online trade now also includes food, for which an
uninterrupted refrigeration chain and suitable packaging solutions are
required.
The ‘World of Security’ was the topic of Ralf Wintergerst, CEO of
Giesecke+Devrient in Munich. The CEO of the renowned producer
of banknotes and electronic payment systems dealt, among other
things, with the growing risks of cybercrime for electronic and online

PRINTBULLETIN
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Back to the roots with a view forwards: at the press conference, CEO Claus Bolza-Schünemann presented the new brand appearance of the Koenig & Bauer Group

payment systems, as well as efforts to make physical banknotes as
forgery-proof as possible by employing new security features. In spite of
electronic competition in the age of digitalisation, he does not see the
end of printed banknotes, especially since the currency in circulation is
continuing to rise world-wide.
In his concluding presentation on the ‘World of Brands’, Karsten Kilian
pointed out the enormous importance of brands for business success. “A
great idea is the basis of every major brand.” He concluded, “Especially
in our times of increasing digitalisation and dynamic change, we need
strong brands for orientation.” The traditional brand of Koenig & Bauer,
which has been comprehensively redesigned for the company’s 200th
birthday after many acquisitions in the last 25 years, as well as its
underlying messages and values, were presented to the guests in a
professional video.

economy that allows all people on earth to live in dignity, without
destroying our planet.”
The former German President described Friedrich Koenig and Andreas
Bauer, the founders of Koenig & Bauer, as examples of the wealth of ideas,
creative drive and entrepreneurial spirit needed to solve the questions of
the future. He also emphasised the social achievements of the company
in the mid-19th century under Fanny Koenig. “Such a social dimension
is characteristic of many family-run businesses and family enterprises in
Germany, and it contributes substantially to the climate and to the success
of the social market economy,” said Prof. Köhler.

The population growth and resources conundrum
Horst Köhler, former Federal President of Germany, former head of the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and expert on Africa, presented the
conflict between the growth of the world population, the scarcity of
resources and digitalisation as the central points of his impressive key
speech. He said, “You can regard these three trends as big trains heading
towards each other. Only when we understand how little solutions on
only one side of the triangle can help us we will realise what a mammoth
task humanity is facing. In the future as well, every country must forge its
own destiny. But to be successful, we must all keep an eye on much more
than just our own anvil. In the 21st century, we need nations that realise
that they are all sitting in the same boat. We need political answers that
merge into a new paradigm of global partnership. We need a global
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In a rousing speech, former German President Horst Köhler
called for a global partnership to meet the challenges posed by
population growth, scarcity of resources and digitalisation
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Print is alive, but our role is changing
In an interview with VDMA, Rainer Hundsdörfer, Chairperson of the Board of Management of Heidelberg,
Germany, shares his thoughts about printing technology manufacturing and digitisation.
In a series of interviews, the VDMA Printing and Paper
Technology Association presents industrial players from
among its member companies. In this interview, Rainer
Hundsdörfer talks about his relationship with printing
technology manufacturing, about digitisation and growth
plans for Heidelberg, as well as the role of industrial printing
in his strategy. Mr Hundsdörfer has had a long career with
the technology manufacturers Trumpf, Schaeffler, Weinig
and ebm papst before being the Chairperson of the Board of
Management of Heidelberger Druckmaschinen AG.

Mr Hundsdörfer, did you settle down well in
printing technology manufacturing?
Yes, I did. After all, it is still technology manufacturing,
with the same customer structures as in the positions I
held before. The majority of our machines go to mediumsized companies. Furthermore, I know printing technology
manufacturing well since the first job I had after having
finished my studies was at a supplier of products for printing
machines. Therefore, I am well acquainted with the printing
methods, and I visited nearly every drupa out of personal
interest.
At the year-end press conference you recently announced
your objective to make Heidelberg once again the (highgrowth and profitable) lighthouse of the industry. How do
you plan to achieve this vision?

We have all chances for that.
In my previous positions, I always looked up to Heidelberg
as a market leader and a leading innovator. If you wanted
to see a truly modern machinery manufacturing plant, you
had to go to Heidelberg! My predecessors continued to make
strong investments in research & development despite the
difficult market situation – and have expanded the digital
competence of the Group.
This is a good basis in order to pick up the strength of the
successful periods. We have ceased to manufacture only
machines a long time ago, instead, we embed them into an
end-to-end digital workflow. Our software starts at the point
in time when the customers send their data to the printing
house and covers the whole chain up to the delivery of the
printed products. Thanks to this advanced digitisation, we
have access to a huge amount of data – no matter whether
offset, flexographic, screen or gravure methods or inkjet
processes are used for printing. Apart from the ink transfer,
nothing else is analogue any more.
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What do you want to do with the collected data?
They offer us the possibility to create new digital business
models. Previously, the machine was in the centre of all
actions. In future, it will only be a means to an end. The first
step is automation of the processes, including disposition of
consumables. This makes our customers’ lives easier. In the
next step, we can optimize their productivity based on these
data. And at least then it is getting interesting, because this
will be profitable for our customers and for us in equal terms.
We can offer our customers a full service package, at the same
time ensure optimum performance of their machines and
automatically provide all consumables. In such models, the
customer will even no longer have to buy the machine, but can
pay us per printed sheet. We are in the process of testing such
models.

Transfer the desktop model to industrial printing
companies?
It will still take some time. However, this is our chance to get
back to the forefront: No longer in the pure competition for
the best printing machine, but in the competition for the best
business model for printing companies. For that, we, inter
alia, prepare ourselves by systematically expanding our range
of consumables. Unlike, for example, machine tools, printing
machines consistently use large quantities of consumables.
Consumables are a crucial element of our growth strategy.

PRINTBULLETIN
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We, as a machinery manufacturer, want to get out of the pure
input-based business and enter output-based business. Printing
technology manufacturing has a market potential of 5 billion
Euro – with offset and digital printing machines accounting for
50 percent each. The output value of the printing industry lies
between 400 and 500 billion Euro per annum. If we take our
share of the cake, growth will happen, and this business is by
far less volatile than machinery manufacturing. In future, the
machine is part of the ‘digital technology’. Its operating data
are the key to ‘digital business’. Now, the structure of our Group
is based on these two pillars.

This sounds very future-oriented – but also hints at
huge changes for your staff…
...which we must accept. I spend very significant portion of
my time on that. For, if we continue to act as before, we will
not get rid of the stigma ‘print and paper are dead’. Quite the
contrary is true!
Print is alive and omnipresent. However, our role is changing.
I see us as enablers. We make the difference when it comes to
the identification of brands and the communication of contents.
It is not by chance that packaging printing becomes more and
more sophisticated, even with products that are marketed
online. For, if the first impression does not communicate value,
the customers will return the ordered product. Sophisticated
packaging printing also offers additional benefits as, for
instance, protection against plagiarists. Sequential numbering
or micro embossing on packages pose real problems for
counterfeiters.

Who are the customers for your digital business
models?
Global large companies have their own structures – and for
smaller handicraft print-shops, full-service offers also make little
sense. However, they pay off for the majority of the mediumsized printing companies which increasingly use industrial
processes and digitisation! For them, it is important that the
processes in the pressroom run smoothly. This is what we can
guarantee at favourable, exactly calculable conditions.

What is the role of industrial printing in your
strategies?
In printing like in other industrial sectors, industrialisation
is the order of the day. The transformation from handicraft
printing to industrial printing is in full progress. Heidelberg
pushes this development with innovations, such as our Pushto-Stop philosophy or our industrial digital printing systems
Primefire and Labelfire. What is important is that the innovation
generates value for the customers. The availability and
degree of automation are the key factors for this. In industrial
processes, the machines must process the orders without any
stop or manual interruptions for format changes. With our entry
into digital packaging printing, we address exactly these issues:
Availability, automation and maximum productivity. It is not
enough to install an improved copier and call that industrial
printing. In this case, the technical availability will not be
sufficient. The crucial difference lies between handicraft and
industrial printing. Heidelberg became the market leader with
reliable technology – and will continue to score with that.
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Digital has
come-of-age
Computers changed printing process long ago. In the past few years, however, more
accessible digital technologies in the hands of the consumers are reshaping the print as we
understood it for many years. Team Print Bulletin brings you this special feature.

Long time ago we added computers to print production to
make the process of typesetting and composition easy and
quick compared to the earlier technologies. Soon came the
computer-to-plate technology that further boosted the spread
and the use of the digital tools in a print-company. Today, the
PrintStops and Comarts of the world will tell you that they are
increasingly receiving workflows from their clients not just in
digital formats, but designed or composed on their handheld
cameras and mobile devices. A senior printer also tells us that
he now routinely receives artworks from clients on the instant
messaging platforms such as WhatsApp. Things are changing
at a rapid pace than they changed a few years ago and the
print-industry, as a part of this digital age business ecosystem,
is quickly adapting itself to ride over the digital wave.

Rapid digital evolution
Senior printers will remember the days when the offset
machines replaced the treadle machines, the soft-artworks
replaced hard-paste artworks. All this transformed the
platemaking technologies, killing the film industry. Now the
artworks zip between the two computers via emails and
file transfer services. The past few years, digital revolution
is encompassing print production processes – from design,
prepress, production control and workflow management, and
even maintenance of the machines.
About a year ago, KBA demonstrated its mobile-application.
The Rapida app enables control and maintenance of the
associated sheetfed offset presses via mobile devices. For
the user, press operation is simplified, because the console is
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no longer the exclusive point of control. The control console
becomes mobile – the smartphone of the user. After login,
an info panel is opened with details on the commencement
and course of production, the current press status and the job
that is presently being printed. The app also incorporates a
maintenance manager and a batch data function with which
consumables such as paper and ink can be tracked using quick
response (QR) codes. The data are sent to the console and
automatically assigned to the relevant job. The maintenance
manager contains a list of maintenance tasks. Step-by-step
instructions further simplify the maintenance process, and each
maintenance step can be marked as ‘done’ after completion.
On the design and the prepress front, software solutions are
already making the processes quicker and easier. Esko Studio is
the print and packaging industry’s favourite software solution
for the design of innovative product packaging solutions. Esko
Studio adds packaging 3D functionality to Esko’s Adobe®
Illustrator® packaging workflow. It enables designers and
prepress operators do not have to leave their design tool of
choice – the Illustrator – to make very advanced 3D design
actions. For over a decade, Studio has been helping trade
shops, converters and brands offer their customers a faster
route to market for product design – and it continues to be
the worlds’ most powerful and popular packaging 3D design
and store visualization tool. These software tools a becoming
important more than ever because they not only aid designing
for the real packaging products that would go on the shelves
of the departmental stores, but also create virtualisations that
are becoming necessary for the online marketplaces. These
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The latest breed of smartphones, the Note series by Samsung, the iOS 11 equipped latest iPhone 8 series, and Sony’s Xperia Z1 pack robust hardware
and software features that make these smartphones quite capable of handling the resource-heavy artwork and graphic design jobs.

software solutions are redefining the print-business as we know
today. These software applications enable the print-businesses
to capture a wider gamut of consumer product packaging for a
manufacturer by offering a wider range of service solutions –
the physical and virtual.
On the other hand, the smartphone manufacturers are
constantly upgrading their hardware – from processing power
to the quality of cameras. They are increasingly equipping
the smart mobile devices with a wide range of connectivity
options from WiFi to GPS. The latest breed of smartphones, the
Note series by Samsung, the iOS 11 equipped latest iPhone
8 series, and Sony’s Xperia Z1 pack
robust hardware and software features
that make these smartphones quite
capable of handling the resource-heavy
artwork and graphic design jobs. The
smartphone revolution is also evident on
the imaging front. More than ever, the
photo-print providers are printing personal
photographs clicked by the smartphone
cameras. The sales of compact cameras
have slipped from the 80% in 2011 to
30% in 2013, and below 20% in 2014.

keep pushing to supply at the breakneck speed. On the other
hand regulatory framework demands more stringent quality and
safety from the products, and print is no exception.
Digital printing technology is rapidly evolving, setting new
benchmarks in speed, applications and quality. Each passing
month, it is maturing to conquer new print segments from
the niche short-run applications to large scale commercial
applications, expanding to food packaging.
‘Digital print for food contact – The corrugated challenge’ is
a recent study conducted and published by Smithers Pira for
HP. The study estimates that by 2022, the market share of the

Speed and quality transform the
market
Digital is all about speed and quality.
As the end consumers and the market
demands more, the print-industry must

HP’s ink is accepted as inherently low migration as water is a common component
of many foodstuffs; giving it an edge in the food-packaging market.
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packaging within the print will grow to 56% from the
45% in 2012. Across the same period, the volumes of
digitally printed packaging will increase by 28.6% and
the digital label work will grow at 12.4% year-on-year.
The growth will be driven by the higher throughput
machines and innovative technologies introduced by
the print technology manufacturers. Digital, especially
inkjet, is increasingly displacing established analogue
processes as the unit cost of digital work falls and the
average run length of work in key applications declines.
The study also found that growth in corrugated digital
print is dependent on a new generation of inkjet
presses specifically designed for corrugated substrates.
The digital print-technology manufacturers are focusing
on improving the quality and durability of their inkjet
solutions. HP is uniquely positioned to offer a genuinely
water-based solution for inkjet printing of packaging,
employing a chemistry type that is already familiar
to flexo and gravure print technology users. HP’s ink
is accepted as inherently low migration as water is a
common component of many foodstuffs; giving it an
edge in the food-packaging market.

Change is faster than we can keep up
Print Bulletin earlier reported about a Smithers Pira
report that forecast to digital print to reach 225% of the 2013
value by 2024. The report states that the digital print is growing
because it offers print suppliers new opportunities with better
versioning and personalisation, facilitated by the maturing big
data analytics.
Canon, the global imaging technology leader, is driving the
digital growth with its innovative solutions across business
segments. At Pamex 2015, Canon launched the imagePRESS
C10000VP. The high-speed, high-quality press has many
unique features for demanding commercial printing segment.
The image quality is improved with 2400 x 24000 dpi (dots
per inch), from the previous 1200 x 1200 dpi engine. This has
initiated us to opt for a high end front end server to handle the
increased data. We have the fastest servers installed, along side
‘hyper rip’ to dynamically process jobs, as much as four jobs at
a time. There is no front end in the world that can handle four
jobs at a time.
At the Print Summit last year, highlighting the advertisements
made by the digital technologies, with print and outside of
print, Puneet Datta, Director of Professional Printing Products
group, Canon India, said, “the time to embrace digital is now.
The markets are in the process of transitioning from print-first
to digital-first. Hence, the future of paper and print will be

Digital printing technology is rapidly evolving, setting new
benchmarks in speed, applications and quality.

determined by how they reinvent themselves in the digital-first
universe.”
No matter on which side you stand of the digital divide, it is
quite evident that the technologies are getting obsolete rather
quicker, with the influence of rapid advancements in digital
technology. This rapid change in technologies and demanding
learning curve can make it difficult to invest in the latest,
cutting edge technology, but we have a little choice.
The days are not too far, when you may shoot a print order or
command from an Android- or iOS-powered smartphone to the
digital machines, much like the desktop printers are increasingly
being used at many homes these days. The software will
change our business drastically, and some day, it might drive it
more efficiently. The metal machines have imbibed digitisation,
but the digital machines are not far behind in adapting the
heavy-duty print production. The only way to comprehend and
survive in this change is being with the times; upgrading the
technologies and skills to ensure we meet the market demands.
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Colours that last...
Print Bulletin brings you a series of knowledge-filled, quick-reference articles by K. Panthala
Selvan, an UGRA certified expert and standardisation consultant from the Chennai-based
Pressman Academy for Print Education and Resources
Part 1: Laboratory testing and findings for
colourfastness
The sample printed in conformity with ISO2834, using an IGT
AIC2-5 press:
The AIC2-5 is a professional apparatus for laboratories and
companies which need to carry out a large number and a
diversity of tests. The AIC2-5 has two printing shafts and is a
multifunctional printability tester which is driven electrically.
Test prints made on coated paper (87 g/m2, ink load of 1.5 g/
m2 ± 25%) and on natural, i.e., non-coated paper (145 g/m2,
ink load of 2.0 g/m2 ± 25%). Size of the samples: 5x2 cm.

This was using a dose rate of 14.7 kGy/h.

Accelerated ageing
Sample print was taken from each of the four groups
(the control and three irradiation doses) and subjected to
accelerated ageing according to the procedures indicated by
ISO 5630/3: 80°C, 65% relative humidity. Accelerated ageing
by heat and moisture gives rise to changes that are not always
considered attributable to those caused by natural ageing.
Checking colourfastness

• acids

Colour fastness was assessed at first visually, expressing
the colour difference with the grey scale indices according
to the empirical method, indicated by the standard given
below. We chose to use coated paper samples for our
radiation fastness tests, because this kind of paper is used
for checking the fastness towards light. Checking colour
fastness of the ink samples on coated paper was considered
more critical and rigorous, since this kind of paper allows
the application of a thinner and therefore, more sensitive ink
film. Visual assessment was then combined with instrumental
measurement, using a Spectrophotometer.

• alkalis (ISO 2838: 1974)

Checking lightfastness

• solvents (ISO 2837: 1996)

Lightfastness was assessed on the prints on coated paper
according to the procedures indicated by ISO2835, using a
Xenon lamp 150S Heraeus Xenotest with 1250 W/m2 highpressure. The test pieces were exposed to the light at the
same time as a sample blue wool scale consisting of a range
of 8 blue dyes the light fastnesses of which are regularly
graduated. The lightfastness is expressed by means of indices
corresponding to the eight types, of which the first indicates
the least fast and the eighth is the most light fast. Before
irradiation the initial fastness of each sample was determined
as reference; It adopted the same procedure for all analysed
parameters.

The colourfastness of each ink was evaluated after irradiation,
both before and after an ageing treatment. An assessment was
also made of any changes induced by the irradiation on the
initial fastness indexes of the inks to the following physical and
chemical properties:
• light (ISO 2835: 1974)
• water (ISO 2836: 1974)

• ethylene tetrachloride.
Irradiation
Irradiation of the sample prints was carried out using ENEA’s
“Calliope” irradiation plant. The plant, which is a pool type
irradiation facility, uses a radio isotope source of Co-60 having
a maximum nominal activity of 3.7 x 1015 Bq (100,000 Ci). The
Fricke dosimetry method was used following ASTM Standard D
1671-72. The doses used were:
1. 0 Gy (control group);
2. 3 kGy was chosen as the optimum dose for preservation
treatment against micro-organisms attacking paper
material;
3. 10 kGy dose was administered in order to observe the
consequences on the ink if the total sterility of the paper
material is desirable;
4. 100 kGy dose was used to ‘stress’ the test further.
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Checking waterfastness (W)
Waterfastness of the inks was assessed with the print on
natural paper according to the procedures indicated by
ISO2836. The test pieces were placed between two filter
papers saturated with distilled water which were pressed for
24 hours at 20°C between two sheets of glass under a 1 kg
weight. Water fastness was expressed by comparing the faded
colour to an index from 1 to 5, corresponding to one of the 5
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The fastness of the inks was considered according to how
pronounced was the colouring assumed by the solvent, as well
as to any colour changes of the sample. The colour change was
assigned to an index from 1 to 5, no. 1 indicating the least fast
and no. 5 indicating the most fast.
Checking fastness to acids and tetrachlorethylene (Ac and Te)
The fastness, measured by the same parameters, was assessed
with the sample print on natural paper and by similar
procedures to those used for the solubility to solvents. Instead
of the solvent mixture, a 20% volume of acetic acid solution
and pure tetrachlorethylene was used respectively.

Results
Colourfastness of the print samples after irradiation
No colour change was visible to the naked eye after irradiation,
for any of the three doses; the grey scale index for all samples
was 5. The instrument measurements confirm the visual
assessment; the values of ∆E-mg were always limited.
A device used to measure a paper’s lightfastness, or its
ability to resist yellowing and fading upon exposure to light,
by exposing the paper to light radiation produced from a
carbon arc or xenon tube. A Fadeometer is also used to
measure the fading resistance of inks and other pigments.
A variation of the Fadeometer is a Weatherometer which
is basically a Fadeometer equipped with a water jet to
simulate the effects of weather.
indices of the grey scale (UNI 5137). No. 1 indicates the least
fastness and no. 5 the most fast.
Checking fastness to alkalis (Al)
Fastness to alkalis was assessed with the prints on natural
paper according to the procedures indicated by ISO2838 .
The samples were placed between two filter papers saturated
with caustic soda, which were pressed between two sheets of
glass under a 1 kg weight for 24 hours at 20°C. The fastness
to alkalis was expressed by comparing the faded colour to an
index from 1 to 5, corresponding to one of the 5 indices of the
grey scale (UNI 5137). No 1 indicates the least fast and no. 5
the most fast.
Checking solvent fastness (So)
Solvent fastness was assessed on the print on natural paper
according to the procedures indicated by ISO2837. The samples
were placed for 5 minutes in assay tubes containing a mixture
of solvents made up as follows (in volume):
• 10% acetone,
• 10% ethyl glycol,
• 30% ethyl acetate,
• 30% denatured ethyl alcohol,
• 20% toluene.
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Colourfastness of the print samples after irradiation and
accelerated ageing
Accelerated ageing after irradiation provoked a yellowing of
the paper: more perceptible with a higher dose. This resulted
in a decrease of clarity, which undoubtedly influenced the
overall colour of the print, especially for lighter and less opaque
colours. Since the paper, after irradiation and accelerated
ageing, showed a considerable clarity loss (decrease in the L
value), it would seem to indicate that the decrease in clarity
observed for all prints was attributable to the paper rather
than to the inks. Generally, it can be stated that the changes
in colour of the printed material (paper + ink) due to the
combined treatment of irradiation and ageing were, exclusively
or almost exclusively, the result of a darkening of the paper.
Fastness of the irradiated and aged prints to chemical and
physical agents
After the ageing procedure the print also maintained the indices
of the untreated samples. In some cases there was a reduction
of the fastness index by one point; the cases in which these
changes were observed eased with an increased irradiation
dose.
Obviously, lightfastness is more critical than the other criteria
looked at here, as printed material is more likely to suffer
from light exposure than the other phenomena tested. Printed
media is most easily exposed to light. Water can come into
contact with printed matter but almost exclusively as a result of
accidental or extraordinary events, such as floods. It is difficult
to hypothesize occasions when printed paper might come into
contact with the other chemical agents tested.
Nevertheless, it was considered useful to observe the effect
of these on printed matter, since any differences of behaviour
between irradiated prints and those used as control samples
may be understood as a signal of some change caused by the
gamma rays.
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Laboratory testing with fadeometer
Lightfastness is measured by exposing a sample to a Light
source for a predefined period of time and then comparing it
to an unexposed sample. With this in mind, ink manufacturers
have to judge the effect of light on substrates using their inks
by simulating lighting conditions. A Fadeometer allows the ink
formulator to test a sample of the ink by comparing the exposed
portion of the sample to the unexposed part. Equipment such
as the Fadeometer tests the lightfastness of inks using a xenon
arc lamp . The results allow you to estimate lightfastness under
a number of different conditions. The Fadeometer uses a xenon
arc lamp to expose printed samples to light for selected time
intervals. This is particularly critical for outdoor signage, in order
to establish that the pigments in the ink will not fade during the
term of exposure to sunlight.
Smithers Pira tests can also be done for print fade and
lightfastness of paper, print and pigmented plastics using a James
Heal Apollo weather fastness tester fitted with a xenon arc lamp
source and irradiance measurement. Lightfastness testing is made
using filtered xenon arc lamps which simulate UV and visible
solar radiation more closely than any other artificial light source.
They provide the best method for assessing the accelerated light
aging of products such as pigments, dyes and inks, which are
sensitive to the long-wave and visible wavelengths of sunlight.
With appropriate filters fitted, direct sunlight, sunlight through
window glass and in-store lighting conditions can be reproduced.
A series of Blue Wool standards are included with every set of
test samples to ensure that results are reliable and repeatable.
Accelerated weathering includes a simulated rain cycle, which
can introduce an element of thermal shock to the test sample.
You can also do a simple test yourself. Simply take a press-work
sample and cover half (front and back) with heavy black card.
Then attach the sheet to a window.

Blue Wool Scale vs Xenon Fadeometer (ASTM D 3492
Specifications)
Blue Wool Scale

Approximate Hours in Xenon Fadeometer

1

20

2

40

3

80

4

160

5

350

6

700

7

1500

8

3000

How lightfastness is measured?
The Blue Wool Scale is the internationally recognised method
of quantifying lightfastness, defined under the British Standard
BS1006. The scale consists of 8 different strips of wool, each
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dyed with a blue dye of differing lightfastness. The scale ranges
from 8 (excellent, very low rate of fading) to 1 (very poor,
extremely fast fading). The blue wool scale is not a linear scale
but is rather logarithmic, so that each increase in level is greater
than the previous.
When exposed in the same manner as the print for the same
length of time, the level of fading of the printed solid is
compared to that of the equivalent strip of wool to provide a
value indicating the lightfastness of the print.
Now, given some additional supporting data about the test
conditions, and maybe some actual printed sample supplied
for the testing – one could be in a position to certify to this on
the specific job being printed! The reason we’d get the most
accurate answer by using the printed job to do the testing is
due to the next three variables below:
1. The film thickness of the inks applied to the substrate –
thinner ink films will fade rapidly.
2. Influence of any topcoats also used – this is very important.
You can apply a clear UV cured topcoat on our inks if
you need extreme fade resistance. This special topcoat
has materials in it that will filter out UV and lessen the
degree to which it can affect the inks underneath. It is like
a ‘sunscreen’ for inks. Again, use of the specialty topcoat
will improve the fade resistance characteristics of the inks
underneath. However, there is no way to determine that it
will give you a certain period of additional fade resistance
in the specific application.
3. Interaction between the substrate and the ink – one thing
that comes to mind here is that the more reflective the
substrate, the bigger the UV ‘hit’ the pigments in the ink
are going to take in a given period of time. The reason for
this is that if some unabsorbed UV light makes it to the
substrate and is reflected back through the ink film on its
way out, the pigments will ‘see’ this illumination again and
it will accelerate the degradation of colour.
These variables above are not controllable by the ink
supplier. Some additional variables that will affect fading of
the printed product in service are:
4. Other environmental factors (humidity, for example, could
play a part -- as could air pollution)
5. Whether the printed matter is exposed directly to the
outdoors, or is instead in a window, or is indoors with
exposure to fluorescent lights only – these are three
very distinct conditions which will affect how much UV
irradiation the prints receive.
Note that there are standard test methods to test fade
resistance of printed materials. One common general test
protocol is ASTM D3424-09. When specifying this procedure for
testing of prints, one must also indicate which variables have
to be included in the testing protocol (they are subparts under
this procedure). The variables are items such as: exposure to
humidity, cycles of light and dark, print exposed behind glass,
print not glass shielded, exposure to UVA + UVB, or exposure
only to UVA or only to UVB irradiation. It is very important
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when quoting results of a particular
test to specify which variables were
used during the test, because all of
these have the potential to affect the
results achieved.
One final variable is extremely
important and is the only one
controllable by the ink manufacturer:
the nature of the pigments in the inks
themselves
To explain this further, there has been
a lot of work done in CMYK pigment
development to produce very high
performance, high lightfastness
pigments (Blue Wool Scale ranking of
7-8). The fade resistant inks we supply
utilise these products.
These are the same pigments that are often used in automotive
paints, which, as you would expect, need to be very fade
resistant. Car colours do, indeed, fade – but you do not notice
it since you never have a brand new version of your car next
to your older one! However, extreme fading would be obvious
to the eye even without a reference, and that is what car
manufacturers are trying to avoid.
Due to the listed factors over which we have no control, we
do not guarantee a specific term or degree of fade resistance though some of our printers have reported acceptable one year
fade resistance.

Part 2: Testing by ink suppliers
Ink suppliers will have suitable ink sets for all these categories
and will be familiar with the following tests. ASTM D3424-01
Standard Test Methods for Evaluating the Relative Lightfastness
and Weatherability of Printed Matter covers the following
conditions. Two involve exposure to natural daylight and five
involve accelerated procedures in the laboratory. Following are
the test methods followed for ink-testing:
1. Daylight behind window glass;
2. Outdoor weathering;
3. Xenon-arc apparatus with window glass filters to simulate
daylight behind window glass;
4. Xenon-arc apparatus with water spray and daylight filters to
simulate outdoor weathering;

Pigmentation choices
There are a vast number of different pigmentation choices
available to printing ink manufacturers. Pigments that are
the highest grade of fade resistance are usually the most
expensive and often these have much lower colour intensity.
For these reasons, if the printer requires but does not request
lightfastness properties, the ink manufacturer will invariably
supply inks based on standard grade pigments. It is essential
that if the customer requires light fast pigmentation, he must
inform the ink supplier of these requirements!
Please note that many standard grades of blue and black as
well as some greens and violets have excellent fade resistance,
while the standard grade of yellow, red and purple have poor
fade characteristics. Optimally, the customer wants to choose
the most inexpensive pigment with adequate of fade resistance
to meet established end use specifications.
Basic principles for calculating the lightfastness of mixtures
• The lightfastness of a mixture is equal to that of the
constituent with the lowest lightfastness.
• Adding around 50% of Transparent White or Opaque White
to a mixture reduces the lightfastness by 1 point.
• Adding around 90% of Transparent White or Opaque White
to a mixture reduces the lightfastness by 2 points.

What do the different degrees of lightfastness mean?

7. Fluorescent lamp apparatus to simulate indoor fluorescent
lighting in combination with window-filtered daylight.

What conclusions can be drawn in practice from the indication
of the lightfastness? How important is it for the work produced
by the printer? All he wants to know is whether the prints he
produces meet the requirements in practice. He must have an
idea how many days or weeks a certain degree of lightfastness
stands up to the influence of daylight whereby the season and
the geographical position etc., play a decisive roll.

While there are huge numbers of variables in all of these
methods, careful correlation tests can help select suitable ink
formulations and avoid field failures.

The pigment crystalloids are not destroyed at once but slowly
and the result is a slow or faster fading of the colour, a change
to a darker shade or a darkening with subsequent fading.

5. Enclosed carbon-arc apparatus without water spray;
6. Enclosed carbon-arc apparatus with water spray;
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Consequently, it would be best to describe the lightfastness by
means of a curve showing the alteration of the colorimetric data
of the print in relation to the radiant energy. Unfortunately, the
determination of such curves is still very complicated and dif
cult which is why it is still necessary to refer to the comparison
with the wool scale. However, one should realize that in this
way one tries to characterize a curve by a single measuring
point.
Pigments with high fastness properties are generally quite
expensive. For this reason alone the decision maker should
consider which lightfastness is really required for a specific
printing job. In some cases where the fastness properties are
of no relevance of a cheaper printing ink with relatively low
lightfastness may be sufficient if it remains visible long enough
and does not change too much.
Basically, colour permanence to light and weather exposure is
a matter of correct pigment selection. This can be broken into
three exposure categories.
• Standard Low Lightfast Most store packaging falls into
this category. Exposure to incandescent and fluorescent
lighting is generally for less than 30 days. In these inks, it is
generally acceptable to use the most fugitive pigments such
as fluorescents, rhodamine, and methyl violet.
• Limited Lightfast Some packaging can see short duration
outdoor exposure of less than 30 days. An example would
be beverage carriers that often are stacked for display
outside gas stations. Many low lightfast pigments fade
within days under these conditions. More stable yellow,
orange, red, and violet pigments are needed here.

7. Adhesion of the ink/coating is highly related to inks
durability of outdoor exposure. Make sure adhesion is at
its highest levels utilizing any treatment or specialized inks
necessary to achieve those results.

Indications of lightfastness of special inks
Since the lightfastness test require longer periods precise
indications to this effect on the labels are possible only for
standard inks. For newly developed inks and special matches
only approximate lightfastness properties can be indicated on
the basis of the results of lightfastness tests with the pigments
contained in such inks. If necessary, precise indications can be
submitted later after completion of the lightfastness test of the
respective ink.

Standards and accreditation
There are many international standards applicable to
lightfastness testing, including ISO105-B02, BS EN20105-B02,
BS EN 4892-2 and ISO12040. The Blue Wool standards included
with each set of test samples conform to ISO105-B01, BS
EN20105-B02 and BS1006. The lightfastness of prints refers to
a print‘s resistance to light exposure without direct exposure
to the weather. The lightfastness of printing inks refers to the
resistance of a standardised test print (printed sample) in line
with ISO2834 to light exposure without direct exposure to the
weather.
‘Fastness’ is understood to mean the ability of an ink film
to resist certain influences such as light, acids, bases, fats,
solvents, etc.

Outdoor Exposure Packaging for garden and landscaping
products such as fertilizer and mulch can see outdoor
weathering of more than 30 days. The pigments required
often are described as ‘outdoor paint grade’ and have proven
weather exposure stability. In this category, the stability of the
ink vehicle and substrate must be:

The best known fastness tests are covered by the following
international standards: ISO12040:1997 lightfastness and
ISO2836:2004 Resistances against water, alkali, oil and fat,
cooking fat, cheese, detergents, soap, wax, spices, dissolvents,
lacquers, acids and other substances For making proof prints,
please refer to ISO2834-1:2006.

1. The lightfastness of a colour is determined by the lowest
value of any of the components in the ink. Lightfast inks
should contain lightfast pigmentations top to bottom and
bases used for high fade conditions should be considered
for the entire ink.

Notes to printers:

2. In tints or pastels avoid use of heavy amounts of
transparent white and substitute with opaque white, which
substantially increases fade resistance.
3. Avoid too-thin ink films. When properly cured, the thicker film
withstands light and weathering better than a thinner film.

• Unfortunately, ink, like most things in life, is not permanent.
The inks used in print production will all fade over time.
The main cause is exposure to light (especially UV), which
causes the ink/paper system to oxidise. When ink is oxidized
it fades. Fading is much more complicated than is usually
realized as it depends on environmental factors (light, heat,
humidity,), the particular pigments being used, and the
substrate the ink was applied to.

5. Check with your ink manufacturer on the grade of
pigmentation you are receiving in your products.

• If resistance to fading is an important criteria for a print
project, the best source of information is the vendor
supplying the inks. They will know the characteristics of
the pigments in their ink formulations and can suggest
alternatives that may provide better fade resistance though often at the expense of some other attribute like rub
resistance, colour vibrancy, or cost.

6. Double check for any additional requirements regarding
chemicals that prints are subject to come in contact and the
ink/coatings ability to withstand that environment.

• When interpreting degrees of lightfastness into production
requirements - real-world conditions need to be taken into
account. For example a paper that contains a high degree of

4. Where possible utilise a protective overprint varnish with
weather ability properties and blocking agents with ability
to screen out UV light in the suns spectrum.
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wood fiber will soon yellow and therefore effect the colour
of ink that overprints it - even if the ink has a high WS
rating.
• A higher ink film thickness than indicated in the standard
specifications will result in an increase of the lightfastness
of the print because there will be more pigment particles in
a given area to withstand the destructive influence of light.
The same applies to a higher pigment load ink. On the other
hand a thinner ink film thickness will reduce lightfastness.
Also, lightfastness in halftone screened areas is generally
lower than in the solids.
• Varnishing and lamination of presswork will generally
improve its lightfastness. Specific over varnishes exist which
contain UV inhibitors and high-grade resins. These can
increase the lightfastness of press-work, however, they will
not prevent ‘weak’ pigments from fading, merely slightly
increase the time they take to fade.
• If two or more printing inks of different lightfastness
properties are mixed, the low WS rated one is not improved
by the high WS rated one. Instead the low WS rated one
lowers lightfastness of the high WS rated ink. Effectively the
ink of the lowest lightfastness determines the lightfastness
of the mixed Ink.
• Lightening of an ink with transparent white will, in most
cases, diminish its lightfastness. Since white pigment does
not fade easily, pastel colours with a small concentration of
coloured pigment and a large concentration of white will
fade rapidly to white. For similar reasons, large quantities of
varnish should be avoided in colour matches for press-work
exposed to sunlight.
• As a general guide, lightening with transparent white at a
ratio of 1:1 will reduce lightfastness by 1 grade. Lightening
with transparent white at a ratio of 1:3 will reduce
lightfastness by 2 grades.

• Lightfastness of presswork exposed to sunlight will also be
different based on geographical location.
• In the northern hemisphere lightfastness of presswork
exposed to sunlight will be lower in the summer and higher
in the winter.

Part 3: Lightfastness certification – simplifying a
complexity
Clients often ask us to certify our inks to a specific period
of ‘lightfastness.’ They ask: do your inks have one year
lightfastness? This is a simple question with a very complex
answer. Here are the reasons why:
First of all, nothing is absolutely lightfast. The term ‘lightfast’
indicates that the product will not fade with light exposure,
and frankly, there is nothing known that will not undergo some
change when exposed to light. A more descriptive term is ‘fade
resistant.’
Knowing this, the definition of what constitutes acceptable fade
resistance needs to be determined and communicated to us.
The reason for this is because what I might consider acceptable
might be a failure in someone else’s eyes. The degree of
acceptable fade resistance has to be specified. If your customer
is asking you for prints that have ‘one year lightfastness,’ask
them in return: how do you define that?
So, to modify the question above, a more meaningful way to
ask the customer is: can you certify that your process inks will
fade no more than 3 delta E units in one year?
However, this is still a problematic question. It does get specific
about the inks being used and about the degree of acceptable
fade, but note that without actually doing fade resistance
testing under the proper exposure conditions for the entire
length of the period of interest, printed on the substrate of
interest -- it is impossible to guarantee a certain fade resistance
for that period. The reason for this is that fade resistance is
based on a number of parameters. The most important one is:
most folks can’t afford to wait a year to see if the printed job
will fade. So abbreviated/accelerated testing (in a Fadeometer
or QUV device, typically) must be done - in which the prints
are exposed to very concentrated UV illumination over a
shorter period of time.
• When translating the degrees of lightfastness into the
requirements of practice it must also be taken into
consideration that a number of deviations from the
standard conditions influence the fastness of a print: e.g.
a highly wood-containing substrate of low lightfastness
will soon yellow and it would be of little benefit to print on
it with a blue ink of maximum lightfastness. Although its
pigments will not be affected but the colour of the print will
change, nevertheless, to a more greenish shade through the
influence of the yellowing of the paper. This underlines the
importance of the selection of suitable substrates.

If two or more printing inks of different lightfastness properties are being
mixed the weak one is not improved by the good one but the good one is
always impaired in its lightfastness which means that in a mixture the ink of
the lowest lightfastness determines the lightfastness of the mixed ink.
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• The film weight thickness of the standard specifications will
also not always be maintained. It will very substantially
depending on the substrate to be printed and the printing
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forme. A higher film
weight thickness
than indicated
in the standard
specifications will
result in an increase
of the lightfastness
of the print because
there will be more
pigment particles
in a given area to
withstand longer the
destructive influence
of the light. The
same applies to a
more concentrated
printing ink. On the
other hand will a
lesser film thickness
and the lightening
of an ink with cover
or transparent white
in most cases reduce
the lightfastness.
Moreover, the lightfastness in the halftone areas is
generally lower than in the solids, which is particularly true
for very light halftones.
• If two or more printing inks of different lightfastness
properties are being mixed the weak one is not improved
by the good one but the good one is always impaired in
its lightfastness which means that in a mixture the ink of
the lowest lightfastness determines the lightfastness of the
mixed ink.
• Lightening of an ink diminishes its lightfastness. As a rule
of thumb the following correlation can be assumed: the
above information will be of assistance to the printer when
selecting the inks for the jobs he has to do and give him an
idea of their approximate lightfastness. He should moreover
be aware of the fact that the demand for high lightfastness
often requires the use of very expensive pigments resulting
in a high price of the ink. Moreover, slight colour deviations
from the approved shade are sometimes unavoidable if
maximum lightfastness and other fastness properties are
demanded.

Part 4: Conclusion
Regardless of all the testing equipment that is available, not
everything can be assessed prior to leaving the ink factory. You
can’t duplicate the interactions of ink, fountain solution and the
printing plate, If the relationship with the plate is not correct,
the ink will not necessarily print well. In the lab, we can only
fit the pieces of the jigsaw puzzle as best we can. We have to
run our ink on the press, under normal commercial conditions,
and that is the final test. When the ink does go on the printing
press, the press runs are the final proof of whether the ink
manufacturer has successfully completed their work.

When you take into account the time and effort spent on supplying packaging
with precise colours, it follows the expectation that these colours should stay the
same during the product use cycle. Noticeable fading or hue shift of a corporate
colour projects a negative quality and freshness image to the consumer.

Lightfastness in Package Printing
When you take into account the time and effort spent on
supplying packaging with precise colours, it follows the
expectation that these colours should stay the same during the
product use cycle. Noticeable fading or hue shift of a corporate
colour projects a negative quality and freshness image to the
consumer.
Some of the largest product claims result from neglecting
to match the required permanence of the print colour to the
package application. There is no way to bring back a faded
package. Fortunately, there are well-established protocols
to avoid fading problems based on end-use exposure. It is
important this starts at the design stage since the need for more
permanence in colour usually incurs a cost premium along with
some limitations in colour gamut.

Learn more from PAPER
The knowledge partner for this series of articles is Pressman
Academy, a Chennai-based print consultancy with a service
centre in Mumbai. Pressman Academy for Print Education
and Resources or PAPER is popular for press calibration,
pressroom standardisation, designing workflow, implementing
quality check process, conducting seminars, conducting
on-site teaching sessions for operators and more. The
Academy also maintains a technical WhatsApp group –
Print Quality Techniques. To join the group send request to
pressmansolutions@gmail.com or WhatsApp to 9962 247 365.
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Vishful Thinking
In this column, our industry veteran Vishwanath Shetty of The PrintWorks presents his
tongue-in-cheek view of the recent political news.

“Let Hindus and
Muslims survive in
harmony.” Vishful
mamta (=affection)
shown by the
CM Bannerjee
to appease
a community
repeatedly casts
aspersions on her
integrity. How long
can she really
continue with such
appeasements?

Quid pro quo?
Misunderstanding about phool and pul.

Meaningless and harmful camaraderie
On September 20, in an open public programme, Maulana
Shabbir Ali Azad Warsi, a Bengali Shia-cleric, said, “72
Muslims can kill one lakh Hindus. Yeh Bangal hein, Assam
nahin, Muzzapurnagar nahin, Uttar Pradesh nahin, Delhi
nahin! Musalman kahin bhee ho woh hamare bhai hain.
Rohingya Muslim hamare bhai hain. Woh kahin nahin
jayenge” Vishful are these clerics who have the audacity
to raise their voice showing purposeless camaraderie
and deliver such unjustifiable hate-speeches and survive.
Unfortunately, there is no precedence or political will to
stop them.

Who can wait? That is the question...
After the order by West Bengal Government to suggest
that people perform Durga Visarjan on October 1, instead
of September 30, the Kolkata High Court slammed the
Chief Minister (CM) Mamata Bannerjee. The order was
issued by the Government under the assumption that the
immersion on the day of Muharram will erupt communal
riots otherwise. The honourable court commented,
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Later in September
this year, news
media humoured readers with Samajwadi Party (SP)
leader and the former CM of Uttar Pradesh Akhilesh
Yadav’s statement. He said that he stopped an enquiry
against an IPS (Indian Police Services) officer who was
accused by a women IPS officer of harassement. Mr
Yadav reportedly said that, though he stopped the enquiry
against the officer and pardoned him, the officer sent
SP workers to jail during the UP assembly polls. Vishful
thinking indeed, that an IPS officer would reciprocate his
favour. In the first place, Mr Yadav has no justification
why he stopped the enquiry!

Jurisdiction in corruption
‘Karti Chidambaram closed many bank accounts abroad,’
read all the newspapers on September 23. His counsel
Kapil Sibal argued that the Central Bureau of Investigation
(CBI) can not pass on the proof unrelated to the issue
being heard in the court. Isn’t it vishful of a lawyer of
Sibal’s status to argue in a manner that clearly conveys
his vishful belief that he could save his client from being
dragged into the net of corruption?
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India’s independence movement was an NRI struggle?

the vishful thinking between the lines and justify Dawood
calling to save a BJP candidate!

Misunderstanding about phool and pul.

India’s independence movement was an NRI struggle?

In a recent visit to the USA, Congress leader Rahul Gandhi
(RaGa) opined that, the original Congress movement
was by non-resident Indians (NRI). He added, “the party
was born out of the struggles by NRI leaders. Mahatma
Gandhi, Jawaharlal Nehru, Dr B.R. Ambedkar, Vallabh
bhai Patel, Maulana Abul Kalam Azad were all NRIs” RaGa
was addressing nearly 2,000 people in New York. He
also commented that the the father of white revolution
Dr Varghese Kurien was also an NRI. First of all, the NRI
concept did not exist pre-independence; there was no
independent India. Or was he vishful of luring the present
NRI population into his way of thinking and garner support
from them on the anvil of his likelihood of being the
President of Congress party?

People died of stampede on the railway foot over bridge
at Elphinstone Road, on the western suburban line
in Mumbai. Shiv Sena (SS) chief Uddhav Thackeray
threatened to block the proposed bullet train project
connecting Mumbai and Ahmedabad. He suggested that
budget should be utilised to improve the facilities across
existing rail network and railway stations in Mumbai
and across India. On the other hand, the Maharashtra
Navnirman Sena (MNS) chief Raj Thackeray blamed the
stampede on the migrants from North East who come
to Mumbai. Over eighty per cent of the budget for the
bullet train comes from Japan, repayable on easy terms.
And, what do the migrants have to do with the reported
confusion of phool gira (flowers fell down) or pul gira (the
bridge is collapsing) caused at the railway bridge and the
stampede that followed? Vishful politicians identify every
problem to vitiate any government, even at the cost of the
dead and the bereaved.

Ever heard of burner phones and SIM Boxes?
Times of India (ToI) reported on September 24: activist
Anjali Damania lodged a police complaint after receiving
a threat call early on Saturday. The call reportedly
warned her to drop a case against the former revenue
minister of Maharashtra and the politician from Bharatiya
Janata Party (BJP) Eknath Khadse. She confirmed from
TrueCaller(R) that the number, from which the call was
made, was a Pakistan-basesd phone number. Ms Damania
further claimed the number belonged none other than the
fugitive gangster Dawood Ibrahim. Coincidentally, on the
adjoining column in the newspaper reported that during
the probe by Maharashtra Police, Dawood’s brother Iqbal
Kaskar confirmed that the gangster uses burner phone and
SIM boxes. The SIM boxes enables him to hide the calling
number, and these calls are routed through Voice Over
Internet Protocol to confuse the intelligence agencies.
While reading the two news in ToI, I hope you also read

Pun from the Ad-world
Amitabh Bachchan is the brand ambassador for
Swachch Bharat campaign. In one of the radio spots, he
says,
“..... apne ghar pe shauchalay banayiye. Aap bhee
jayiye. Aur apne parivar ko bhee saath le jayiye...
(=build a toilet in your house. You use it. Take along
your family to use it too).” How can the creative
copywriters imagine the entire family together going to
the toilet?
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